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1 

Describe significant people from the past. 

Recognise that there are reasons why people in the past acted as 

they did. 

 
Show an understanding of concepts such as civilisation, monarchy, 

parliament, democracy, and war and peace. 

Discuss what a monarch is and their role.  

Show royal objects and who would use them. Why do 

monarchs use them?  

Explain how monarchs have rules and laws. 

Show children a set of rules. Which ones do they think 

are acceptable and which ones are not? 

Children are to make their own set of rules that they 

would set if they were King or Queen. 

Think of examples set in school, sport etc and the rules 

used. 

Children to share their rules with each other. 

PSHE – Discussing rules and 

treating others fairly. 

 

Literacy – Writing up if notes.  

 
2 
 
 

Label time lines with words or phrases such as: past, present, older 

and newer. 

Use dates where appropriate. 

Re-cap what monarchs are. 

Discuss with children British monarchs of the past. 

Go through different dates and discuss older monarchs 

and present day monarchs.  

What happened differently in the past? 

Children to order monarchs from the years they were in 

charge of Britain on a timeline. 

Check timelines and dates are correct as a class.  

 
3  
 
 

Ask questions such as: What was it like for people? What 

happened? How long ago? 

Describe significant people from the past. 

Recognise that there are reasons why people in the past acted as 

they did. 

Discuss Queen Victoria and her life with the class. 

We have chosen Queen Victoria as she was the longest 

reigning king or Queen.  

Go through Power point. Children are to make notes on 

Queen Victoria to help them with their biography for 

next lesson. 
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4 
 
 

Observe or handle evidence to ask questions and find answers to 

questions about the past. 

Ask questions such as: What was it like for people? What 

happened? How long ago? 

 

 

 Children are to re-read their notes about Queen Victoria. 

Discuss interesting facts they learnt. 

Children are now to write up key facts about her into 

sentences. They can cut out pictures or draw them on 

their sheet. 

Children to include key dates. 

LAPS – Children to fill in missing word sheet on Queen 

Victoria. 

MAPS/HAPS – Children to create own fact sheet on 

Queen Victoria.  

 

 


